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Experts in the field of web hosting, we have built the ultimate infrastructure for high-throughput solutions. From 

location to bandwidth allocation, including unmetered and 95th percentile billing, we work with clients to build the 

ideal hosting solution to suit their specific needs.

Unmetered bandwidth: all the transit you need at the pace you need it

Avoid costly bandwidth overage charges with unmetered hosting. Our unthrottled, unmetered bandwidth is as 

close as you will find to truly unlimited bandwidth. Currently available in both 1GBPS and 10GBPS variations in select 

locations, unmetered bandwidth is the perfect hosting solution for organizations experiencing extremely high 

loads or unpredictable traffic bursts, such as:

95th percentile billing

95% percentile billing is a cost-efficient way of managing greater bandwidth for short periods of time. We support 

clients to cut costs by calculating the top 5% of consumption per month and remove it before totalling bandwidth 

costs. Billing at the 95th percentile enables companies to manage traffic bursts without overshooting hosting 

budgets. For example, a typical account has a log with traffic peaks and troughs; each month, the total bandwidth 

is calculated and billed - the more traffic, the higher the bill. Traditional bandwidth billing can be difficult to 

budget for, due to traffic spikes or bursts. However, 95th percentile billing automatically removes the top 5% of 

traffic spikes and is not billed, resulting in lower bandwidth costs and predictable hosting bills.

Bare metal servers, built for power

We are industry leaders in bare metal hosting, delivering ultimate power, performance, and network redundancy, 

worldwide. Our expert team are on hand to help build a bare metal solution with the optimal amount of bandwidth 

for your workload. Bandwidth for bare metal servers is available in 20TB, 50TB, or even 100TB+ allotments. As 

requirements fluctuate, large or small increments of bandwidth can be added, quickly and easily. 

Talk to us about your bandwidth requirements

Schedule a consultation with our product experts today. 

• eCommerce retailers who may expect traffic bursts resulting from promotions or seasonal peaks 

• Online streaming websites, casting live streams with a high number of viewers 

• Hosting resellers looking to provide industry-leading services to their customers 

• Organizations pushing live data or high volumes of information 

• Organizations capturing or processing large amounts of unstructured data 

• Established blogs and media sites with regular readerships and clearly defined traffic spikes  

• Online gaming sites requiring high-speed platforms and low latency 

• Application developers seeking to push a lot of data in a short period of time 

• VPN providers with a large customer base 

Unmetered, unthrottled bandwidth, the way you need it
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